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Abstract
The importance of continuation is increasing in computer science. Because continuation is an ab-
straction of single thread, however, we need a substantial extension of continuation in order to directly
manipulate parallelism using continuation.
In this paper, we $\mathrm{r}$ -define continuation with anonymous returns and compositions which make the
algebra of continuations tractable. We give a monad model to a subclass of continuations. Moreover, we
introduce a parallel construct to continuations, i.e., extension with pairing $(\mathrm{t}^{-}$ , – $)$ ). We show that the
synchronization can be represented in this framework. We also give its model in monoidal categories. Fur-
thermore, we discuss a gap between cartesian categories in which value-based model can be constructed,
and monoidal categories in which parallel continuations can be represented.
1 Introduction
The importance of continuation is increasing in computer science. From the viewpoint that continuation is
the abstraction of control, a number of advanced concepts of control flow are expressed by using continuations.
In the study of control, parallelism is today one of the most important problems. Continuation is, however,
essentially an abstraction of single thread control. This means that in order to directly manipulate parallelism,
we need a substantial extension of the concept of continuation.
Today, continuations are applied to a variety of fields in computer science. Theroretical $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}[4,7,8]$ and
$[1, 2]$ ’ $\mathrm{s}$ practical success of the application of continuation to transforming functional languages(SML) into
conventional (sequential) machine architectures are most notable. It is a natural idea that, to utilize these
successes, we extend continuations to those which can handle parallelism. Previous works of multiprocessing
based on continuations (e.g. [18]) express parallelism as a set of single thread continuations. They do not
directly manipulate parallelism, though their contribution to the implementations of concurrent languages
are remarkable$(\mathrm{e}.\mathrm{g}. [15])$ .
Continuation can also be a candidate for the framework of the theory of concurrency because it is an
abstraction of control. Existing models of concurrency( $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{p}\iota 10],$ $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{S}[12]$ , Process $\mathrm{A}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}[3]$ , Intuitionistic
Linear $\mathrm{L}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{C}}[16],$ $\pi$-calculus, etc.) are equipped with simplicity in syntax and semantics. However, their
main aim is representing communication, and they are necessarily not computation-oriented. We aim at
extending continuations which is computation-oriented in their $\mathrm{n}$,ature to those expressive enough to represent
communication.
In this paper, we introduce a new constructor $(-,$ $-)(\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g})$ into continuations in order to express par-
allelism. First, we $\mathrm{r}$ -define conventional continutations for algebraic manipulations. Second, we define an
algebraic construct ( $-,$ $-\rangle$ for parallelism, and discuss the algebra of the extended continuations. Further-
more, we classify the hierarchy of extended continuations with ( $-,$ $-\rangle$ according to the expressive power of
the algebra of extended continuations.
Also in this paper, we give a categorical framework for interpreting our continuataions, both sequential
and parallel. Monad theorey is intensively used. It is shown that a number of programming language
constructs can be represented as $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{s}[131\cdot$ It is well known as Moggi’s $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{p}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}}[17]$ that every feature of
a programming language can be modelled by a monad. From this point of view, this paper aims at modelling
parallelism in monad theory. First, a class of sequential continuations which are modelled in monads are
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specified in the similar mannar as in [17], although the expressive power of monad-theoretic continuations
are proved to be rather restricted. Wadler analyzed continuations extended with $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}/\mathrm{c}\mathrm{C}[14,5]$ , or reset
and $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{t}[4|$ , gave their monad-theoretic interpretation, and showed that the extensions are indispensable
to the monad-theoretic continuations. Our continuations are also interpreted in monad theory. Our ret and
; constructs are precisely interpreted as a monad theoretic continuations. We give a construct for monad, as
$[9]’ \mathrm{s}$ representations. Second, we extend our method for modelling parallel continutations. In modelling our
extended continuations $\mathcal{P}CON\tau$ , we require that the underlying structure must be monoidal, and that (sync
monoidal) monads on monoidal $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\dot{\mathrm{s}}$are studied. The important concepts such as synchronization are
represented in monads on monoidal categories. We show that, unlike the sequential continuation, monads
are enough for representing basic concepts of parallel continuations.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 defines the $\lambda$-calculus as the base language of this
paper. Section 3 discuss the conventional (sequential) continuations. Section 4 models sequential continua-
tions in monad theory. Section 5 introduces a construct into continuations in order to represent parallelism.
In particular, we show that this extended continuations can express synchronization. Section 6 gives a model
of this extended continuations in monoidal categories. Section 7 is devoted to the discussion about monoidal
categories and cartesian categories from the viewpoint of our modelling of parallelism. Section 8 gives a brief
summary.
2 A
Let A be the usual untyped $\lambda$-calculus. Let $\mathrm{Y}$ be the fixpoint combinator. In this paper, we develop our
theory on A.
Definition 1 A value is defined as a $\mathrm{c}\ddot{\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ normal form in A. The set of values is denoted by $\mathcal{V}A\mathcal{L}$ .
Definition 2 [Typability] On $\Lambda$ , the untyped system, we define the typability relation as follows:
$t$ is a
$t\cdot.\Lambda \mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{m}$
of A $\underline{t}$isa $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{s}t\mathrm{e}..\mathrm{d}\mathrm{n}\mathcal{V}A\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathcal{L}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{f}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{m}$ ,
$(x : S)$
. :.





$. \frac{f..S\supset S}{\mathrm{Y}f.S\supset S}$
.. $l$ .:.
The rule of $\mathrm{Y}$ is rather technical.
The types and polynomial terms on A make a category in the sense of [11].
Definition 3 Let $C$ be the category defined as:. an object is a type, and
$0$ an arrow of $aarrow b$ is a term $\lambda x.t$ to which a type $a\supset b$ can be assigned.
3 Sequential Continuation
3.1 Definition of Sequential Continuation
Let $\mathcal{V}A\mathcal{L}$ be defined as before. We first define two constructors for (sequential) continuation.




.with constructs $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}$ (anonymous return) and ; (sequential composition):
$\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}.\in.s_{1}S$.CONT,
$\iota\cdot\cdot.$ : $’arrow$




. .., .:., ...
$a;c\in sANS(a\in sANS, C\in sSC\mathrm{O}N\mathcal{T})$ .
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Definition 5 [Typability]




$. \frac{c0\cdot \mathrm{s}scoN\tau.\cdot c\mathrm{i}\cdot \mathrm{s}sC\mathrm{O}NT}{c_{0;}c_{1}\mathrm{s}scoN\tau}.$ ,
$. \cdot,\frac{a.\mathrm{s}ANs.c.\mathrm{S}sc\mathrm{o}N\mathcal{T}}{a;c\cdot \mathrm{s}ANS}..$ .
Definition 6 We denote the continuations and answers which can be constructed using ret and ; with
primitive operators on Int by syntactically-structural. ..
In general, $\mathrm{s}$SCONT is weak in its expressive power. We define full SCONTas follows.
Definition 7 [Full $SC$ONT]
SCONT is defined as the domain of $\lambda$-expressions which are typable as $\mathcal{V}A\mathcal{L}\supset ANS$ with the following
rules which may have some primitive operators of SCONTand ANS.
$. \frac{c\cdot.sScoN\mathcal{T}}{c\cdot SC\mathrm{o}N\tau}$
$. \frac{c..sANS}{c\cdot ANS}$










(ret $v$ ) $;carrow cv$
Definition 9 [Returning]
Let $c\in SC$ONT and $v\in \mathcal{V}A\mathcal{L}$ are given. Then $c$ is returning at $v$ if there exists $w_{v}\in \mathcal{V}A\mathcal{L}$ such that
$cvarrow$ ret $w_{v}$ .
Returning property corresponds to the normalizability in the theory of $\lambda- \mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}$.lculus.
Note that a returning continuation is normalizing, but that a $\mathrm{n}\dot{\mathrm{o}}$rmalizing term is not necessarily returning.
3.2 Anonymous Return
The conventional definition of continuation implicitly uses the construct ret as the initial continuation at
the evaluation.
In this paper, we explicitly define ret as the anonymous return continuation. The $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\dot{\mathrm{v}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ continua-
tion which returns to the initial continuaion init of the execution is obtained by replacing ret by init. The
only difference with the conventional continuation is that in our continuations, the return continuation ret
are explicitly defined and reduction rules over ret are specified. Though the expressive power of our contin-
uations is not richer than that of conventional ones, our definitions of anonymous returns make operations
on continuations (ret and composition) tractable.
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3.3 Basic Properties of $SC$ONT
As a basic property of SCONT, we show that $SCON\tau$ enjoys the associativity of ; (composition).
Lemma 1 [Associativity] If $c_{0}$ is returning at $v$ , the two continuations $(c_{0} ; c_{1});c2$ and $c_{0}$ ; $(c_{1} ; C_{2})$ reduce to
the same continuation at $v$ .
Proof
Let $c_{0}varrow w_{v}$ . $((c0;c1);C_{2})varrow(c_{0} ; C1)v;c_{2}arrow(c_{0}v;c_{1});c2arrow$ (ret $w_{v}$ ; $c_{1}$ ) $;c_{2}arrow c_{1}w_{v}$ ; $c_{2}$ . On the
other hand, $(c_{0} ; (c_{1} ;C_{2}))varrow c_{0}v;(c_{1} ; c_{2})arrow$ ret $w_{v}$ ; $(c_{1} ; c_{2})arrow(c_{1} ; c_{2})w_{v}arrow c_{1}wv;C_{2}$ .
$\square$
From this lemma, we add the axiom
$\overline{c_{0};(C1;c2)arrow(c0;c_{1}):c2,}$
and omit parentheses in the composition of ; (sequential composition).
Example 1 Let
fact $\equiv$ $Y(\lambda f.\lambda x.\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}x=0$ then ret 1
else $(f(x-1):\lambda v.\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}v*x))$ ,
where numerals and if . . . then . . . else are appropriately defined. Then
fact3 $arrow$ fact2; $\lambda v.\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(v*3)$
$arrow$ factl; $\lambda w.\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(w*2);\lambda v.\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(v*3)$
$arrow$ factO; $\lambda u.\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(u*1);\lambda w.\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(w*2);\lambda v.\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(v*3)$
$arrow$ retl; $\lambda u.\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(u*1);\lambda w.\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(w*2);\lambda v.\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(v*3)$
$arrow$ retl; $\lambda w.\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(w*2);\lambda v.\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(v*3)$
$arrow$ ret2; $\lambda v.\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(v*3)$
$arrow$ ret(2*3) $=\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}6$ .
We further define the transformation by which we can hide the application of a value to a continuation.
Definition 10 [Representation of Application]
We define the translation $(-)^{\mathrm{o}}$ : $\mathrm{A}arrow$ A as:
$\bullet$ $(cv)^{\mathrm{o}}\equiv$ retv; $c^{\mathrm{O}}$ ( $c$ : SCONT, $v$ : $\mathcal{V}A\mathcal{L}$ ),
$\bullet$ $(cc’)^{\mathrm{o}}\equiv c^{\mathrm{o}}(C)^{\mathrm{o}}’$ , other application,
$\bullet(\lambda X.t)0\lambda x.t^{\mathrm{o}}\equiv$ ,
$\bullet$
$t^{\mathrm{o}}\equiv t$ , otherwise.
This transformation is commutative with the reduction in the following sense:
Lemma 2 For two terms $m$ and $r$ , if $marrow r,$ $m^{\mathrm{O}}arrow r$ holds.
Proof
We only prove the case of applications. By the definition of $arrow$ , retv; $carrow cv$ . This means that if
$cvarrow r,$ $(cv)^{\mathrm{o}}arrow r$ because $(cv)^{\mathrm{o}}\equiv \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}v;carrow cvarrow r$ . $\square$
From this lemma, we only consider the $\circ$ -transformed terms.
Proposition 1 Under the $\circ$ -transforamtion, the law of reduction
$(c_{0} ; c_{1})varrow c_{0}v;c_{1}$ (Appl)
can be replaced with the associativity law:
$c_{0}$ ; $(c_{1} ; c_{2})arrow(c_{0} ; c1);c_{2}$ (Assoc)
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Proof
Under the $\circ$-transforamtion, the law (Appl) is transformed to
retv; $(c_{0;}c_{1})arrow$ (retv; $c_{0}$ ) $;C_{1}$ .
$(\mathrm{A}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{c})\Rightarrow(\mathrm{A}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}1)$ is now obvious. $\square$ .
We have already showed that from Lemma 1, $(\mathrm{A}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{p}1)\Rightarrow(\mathrm{A}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{C}})$ makes sense $\mathrm{i}\dot{\mathrm{f}}c_{0}$ is returning. We have
furthermore showed that (Assoc) and (Appl) are equivalent under the condition that $c_{0}$ is returning under
the o-transformation. The above discussions imply that the two constructors ret and ; are useful fo.r. building
some meaningfull class.
From the Lemma 2, by the $\circ$ -transformation, the application of a value to a continuation can be said
to be structural. Therefore we freely use the applications to continuations in the discussion of syntactic
structurality because it can be removed by $0$ -transformations.
4 Interpretations of $SC\mathcal{O}N\mathcal{T}$Using Monads
In this section, we give a categorical semantics of SCONT.
In presenting monad, We adopt Kleisli’s notation.
Definition 11 [Monad] A monad is defined as
1. a data constructor $M$ ,
2. arrows $\eta_{a}$ : $aarrow Ma$ and an operation $\star$ which combines two arrows $f$ : $aarrow Mb$ and $g:barrow Mc$
as $f\star g:aarrow Mc$ , and
3. the following laws:
Left Unit $\eta v\star k=kv$ .
Right Unit $m\star\eta=m$ .
Associative $m\star(k\star h)=(m\star k)\star h$ .
We moreover require that $\eta$ must be a natural transformation $Iarrow M$ .
Proposition 2 Gi.ven $C:Aarrow MC$ , we can construct $c^{*}$ : $MAarrow MC$ such that $c^{*}\cdot\eta=c$ .
Proof
Let $c^{*}\equiv id(:MAarrow MA)\star c(:Aarrow MC)$ . This satisfies the condition. $\square$
We show some examples of monads.
Example 2 [Identity Monad]




$m\star k$ $\equiv$ $k\cdot m$ .
Example 3 [CPS-Monad]




$m\star k$ $\equiv$ $\lambda c.m(\lambda v.kvC)$ .
In $\dot{\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}$ section, we analyze continuations using monads, and show some theorems as a basis for analyzing
our parallel continuations.
Monad is widely used as one of standard methods for analyzing data $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}_{0}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{S}(\mathrm{e}.\mathrm{g}. [13])$ . In particular,
[17] analyzes continuations using monads. In [17], Wadler defines levels of continuations. The following
definition is the one of meta-level continuation.
Definition 12 Let $\mathcal{M}$ be a category which models types and terms of A in the sense that there is a structure
preserving functor from $C$ of Definition 3. On $\mathcal{M}$ , monad-theoretically, we define:
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continuation is an arrow from an object $a$ to $Mb$ for some $a$ and $b$ , and the domain of
answer is the union of objects $Ma$ for $a$ , an object.
We classify continuations using monad.theory. We consider a core class of continuations as the one which
can be expressed by using only monads.
Note that clearly we cannot $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\dot{\mathrm{e}}$sent the full expressive power of $\mathrm{c}\dot{\mathrm{o}}n\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\dot{\mathrm{i}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{b}\dot{\mathrm{y}}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{i}\dot{\mathrm{n}}\mathrm{g}$only monads, but
we need extra $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}_{0}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{S}$(e.g. shift and $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}[9],$ $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}/\mathrm{C}\mathrm{c}[14,5]$ ).
$\mathrm{D}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}i\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\tau 13..\cdot.\mathrm{w}..\mathrm{e}$
,
denote $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}n\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}-\backslash ...\cdot,\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}.,.0.\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$.which can. be constructed $\mathrm{u}..\mathrm{s}$ing on.ly $\eta$ and $\star.\mathrm{b}\mathrm{y}$ semantically-
structural.
We first interpret SCONT by means of monads.




$\bigcup_{a,bobj}^{a\in Ob}\in(\cup jMaarrow aMb)$ .SCON –
As for terms, we give definitions related with continuations.
$[\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{I}$ $\equiv$
$\eta$ ,
$[m;k\mathrm{J}$ $\equiv$ $[m\mathrm{I}\star \mathrm{I}^{k}\mathrm{J}$ ,
$[\lambda x.b\mathrm{I}$ $\equiv$ $x-\rangle[b\mathrm{J}$ ,
$[ab\mathrm{I}$ $\equiv$ $[a\mathrm{J}\mathbb{I}^{b}\mathrm{I}\cdot$
Here, $x-\rangle$ $t$ represents an arrow in $\mathcal{M}$ in the form of generalized elements, or equivalently, an arrow in the
polynomial $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{S}[11]$ in $x$ .
As for terms of A,the interpretation is given in $\mathcal{M}$ . Note that when we consider a continuation as a value of
$\Lambda$ , we must consider curried terms of continutations. In this case, definitions of abstraction and appllication
must be modified as:
[$\lambda x.b\mathrm{I}$ $\equiv$ curry$(x->[b\mathrm{J})$ ,
[$ab\mathrm{J}$ $\equiv$ uncurry$([a\mathrm{J})\mathbb{I}^{b\mathrm{J}}$ ,
respectively.
Theorem 1 The interpretation [$-\mathrm{I}$ is sound in the sense that if $tarrow s$ , then $[t\mathrm{J}=[s\mathrm{I}\cdot$
Proof




obviously [$c_{0;}c\mathrm{J}=[c_{1}$ ; $C\mathrm{J}$ if $[c\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}=[c_{1}\mathrm{J}$ .
2. As for the rule:
$\overline{c_{0;}(c_{1};c_{2})arrow(C0;c_{1});C_{2},}$




(ret $v$ ) $;carrow cv$ ,
$[(\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}v);c\mathrm{J}$ $=$ $\eta[v\mathrm{I}\star \mathbb{I}c\mathrm{J}$








$\pri e \mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\math i _{\mathrm{C}}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}1\dot{\mathrm{y}}- \mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{u}\dot{\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{a}1\backslash$
arrows.
Proposition 3 A term is syntactically-structural if and only if its interpretation $\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{S}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}- \mathrm{S}\grave{\mathrm{t}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}a1$.
Proof
Straightforward. $\square$
We have now obtained, categorically, a subclass of continuations:
Structural $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\Leftrightarrow$ Monad
$extensi\sigma n1$ $extensi\sigma n1$
An SCONT $\Leftrightarrow \mathrm{A}\mathrm{n}$ Extended Monad?
From this proposition, we use simply “structural” for both syntactically-structural terms and semantically-
structural arrows if there is no fear of confusion.
For the $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}_{\mathrm{S}}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{o}\mathrm{f}$ the fullset continuations, the general theory of monads is not enough. We need a specific
monad and a non-monadic arrows. In this sense, the monad theory gives a core theory of continuations (i.e.
the theory of structural continuations), but the fullset continuation in which, for example, $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}/\mathrm{C}\mathrm{c}$ can be
discussed must be studied in a specific monad such as CPS-monad and related $a\mathrm{r}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{w}\mathrm{s}[17]$ .
5 $\lambda$-Calculus and Continuation for Parallel Computing $\cross$
In this an$\mathrm{d}$ the next section, we define PCONT. Parallel continuations with a new constructor ( $-,$ $-\rangle \mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}$
defined. . ’
5.1 Ax
We extend A and SCONT in order to express the parallel computing.
Definition 15 $[\Lambda^{\mathrm{x}}]$
$\Lambda^{\cross}$ is the $\lambda$-calculus with finite products $(\cross)$ . We introduce the constructor (-,-) for the products.
A $\subset\Lambda^{\cross}$
$(t_{0n}, \cdots, t)\in\Lambda^{\mathrm{x}}$ $(t_{i}\in\Lambda^{\mathrm{x}})$
In [11], it is denoted by the $\lambda$-calculus with (surjective) pairing.
Example 4 The two projection terms are represented as $\lambda(t_{0}, t_{1}).t0$ and $\lambda(t_{0}, t_{1}).t_{1}$ respectively.
5.2 PCONT




$(C_{0}, \cdots, C_{n})\in \mathcal{P}CONT$ $(c_{i}\in \mathcal{P}CONT)$ ,
$(c_{0n}, \cdots, a)\in ANS$ $(a_{i}\in ANS)$ ,
with the following reduction rules:




The ret is used in the synchronization in the se..n.se that Multiple continuations run in parallel $(\cross- 1)$ , an $\mathrm{d}$
returns at the same time(x-2).
. $‘’ 1$
Lemma 3 [Projection Lemma]
If continuations $c_{i}\in \mathcal{P}C\mathrm{o}N\tau(i=0,1)$ are returning, there exist a projection continuation $\pi$ and $\pi’$ such
that $\langle$ $c_{0},$ $c_{1});\pi(\pi’)$ an$\mathrm{d}c_{0}(\mathrm{c}_{1})$ reduce to the same answers respectively.
Proof
Let $\pi$ and $\pi’$ be $\lambda(t_{0}, t_{1}).\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}t_{0}$ and $\lambda(t_{0}, t_{1}).\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}t1$ respectively. Let $c_{i}varrow \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}w_{i}^{v}$ .
Then $((c_{0}, c_{1});\pi)varrow \mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}w_{0},$$\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}w_{1}vv);\piarrow \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}w_{0}^{v}$ . On the other hand, $((c_{0}, c1);\pi’)varrow(\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}w^{v}, \mathrm{r}01\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}w^{v});\pi’arrow$
$\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}w_{1}^{v}$ .
$\square$
Because A is extended to $\Lambda^{\mathrm{x}}$ , it is natural to extend the definition of syntactic structurality accordingly.
Definition 17 We extend the definition of syntactic structurality as follows:
1. A term $t$ is also syntactically structural if it is syntactically structural on $\Lambda^{\cross}$ in the sense of Section 3,
2. $\pi$ and $\pi’$ are structural.
3. if $c_{0},$ $\cdots,$ $c_{n}$ are structur$a1$ , then $(c_{0}, \cdots, c_{n})$ is structural.
5.3 Equivalence between $PC\mathcal{O}N$Ts
Before discussing the expressive power of $\mathcal{P}CON\tau$ , we define a coarse relation on $\mathcal{P}CONT$.
Definition 18 [Equivalence]
We say that two continuations $c_{0}$ and $c_{1}$ are product-equivalent and denoted as $c_{0}\sim c_{1}$ if for every value
$v,$ $c0;\pi(’)$ and $c_{1;}\pi(’)$ return the same value respectively.
Optimization is a typical application of our algebra of extended continuations. Program transformation
by algebraic manipulations of continuation is successful in optimizing $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}[1]$ . The product-equivalence is a
candidate for the algebra of optimizing program transformation.
We can easily prove the following basic properties of products.
Lemma 4 Two continuations $c;(C_{0},$ $C_{1}\rangle$ and $(c;c_{0}, c;C_{1})$ are product-equivalent if $c$ is returning.
Lemma 5 Two continuations ( $(C_{0}, c_{1}\rangle;\pi, \langle c_{0}, c_{1}\rangle;\pi^{;})$ and ( $c_{0},$ $c_{1}\rangle$ are product-equivalent.
Two product-equivalent continuations do not necessarily have same synchronization points, or do not have
the same number of “threads.”





The parallel continuation represents the heterogeneous parallel computation. The rule $(\cross-1)$ expresses
that computation proceeds in parallel. On the other hand, the rule $(\cross-2)$ represents the synchronization of
parallel computations.
5.4 Representation of Synchronous Message Passing in $\mathcal{P}CON\tau$
The rule $(\cross-2)$ is interpreted as a barrier synchronization. The continuation $\langle_{C_{0}},$ $\cdots,$ $c_{n}$ ) returns first when all
$c_{i}’ \mathrm{s}(i=0, \cdots, n)$ return. Moreover, we can express the synchronous message passing style communication.
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Example 6 [Synchonous Message Passing]
Let $c_{0}varrow \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(\kappa 0)$ and $c_{1}varrow \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(w_{v}, \alpha_{1})$ . Then, synchonous message passing between $c_{0}$ and $c_{1}$ is
expressed as
$(c0, c_{1})v;\lambda(t_{0}, (t_{1}, t_{2})).(t0^{t_{1},t_{2}\rangle}$ .
Let us observe the reduction of the above term.
$((c0, c1)v;\lambda(t_{0}, (t_{1} , t_{2})).(t_{01,2}tt))$
$arrow$ ret $(\kappa_{0}, (v, \alpha_{1}));\lambda(t_{0}, (t_{1}, t_{2})).(t0^{t_{1},t_{2})}$
$arrow$ $(\kappa_{0w_{v},\alpha_{1}})$
This means that $c_{0}$ proceeds computation and returns the value that proceeds computation as the contin-
uation $\kappa_{0}$ , and that $c_{1}$ proceeds computation and returns the value that sends value $w_{v}$ , and $\alpha_{1}$ , the rest of
the compuation. Finally, $\kappa_{0}$ proceeds computation with the $\mathrm{v}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{u}\dot{\mathrm{e}}w_{v}$ obtained from $c_{\mathrm{O}}$ . That is, the term
represents that an $an$swer(message) from $c_{1}(=w_{v})$ is passed to (the descendant of) $c_{0}$ .
Definition 19 Let two continuations $c_{0}$ and $c_{1}$ be given. Then
$SMP(c0, c_{1})\equiv((C_{0}, \mathrm{c}_{1}\rangle;\lambda(t_{0}, (t_{1}, t_{2})).(t0t1, t2))$
$SMP$ denotes “the Synchonous Message Passing.”
In fact,
Corolloary 1 $SMP$ is not syntactically structural.
More th$an$ three continuations can pass messages. The following example is commonly observed in the
representation of “delegation.”
Example 7 [Message Passing among more than three Continuations]
Consider the following diagram.
Vertical lines represent message passing between $c_{0},$ $c_{1}$ , and $c_{2}$ and their succedents. Then, it can be
expressed as:
deleg $\equiv$
$\lambda v.(c_{0}v, c_{1}v)$ ;
$\lambda((t0, t1),$ $t_{2}).((t2t1,$ $c2v\rangle$ ;
$\lambda((_{S_{0}}, s_{1}),$ $S2).((S_{21}s,$ $t_{0}\rangle$ ;
$\lambda((u_{0,1}u),u_{2}).$ ($u2u1,$ so, $u0$ ) $))$ .
If the reduction system allows the rule:
$\frac{tarrow s}{\lambda x.tarrow\lambda X.S}$
,
the reduction of deleg can be “optimized” to the one that three continuations are activated at the same
time.
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6 Interpretations of $PC\mathcal{O}N\mathcal{T}$ by Sync Monoidal Monads
In this section, we study mon$a\mathrm{d}\mathrm{s}$ on monoidal categories as models of parallel continuations. The notations
of this section is based on [6]. .
Definition 20 [Monoidal Category] A monoid$a1$ category $\mathcal{V}\equiv(\mathcal{V}_{0}, \otimes, I, r, l, a)$ consists the following data:
1. a cateogry $\mathcal{V}_{0}$ ;
2. a $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\otimes:\mathcal{V}_{0}\cross \mathcal{V}_{0}arrow \mathcal{V}_{0}$ ;
3. an object I of $\mathcal{V}$ ;
4. a natural isomorphism $r\equiv r_{A}$ : $A\otimes Iarrow A$ ;
5. a natural isomorphism $\ell\equiv\ell_{A}$ : $I\otimes Aarrow A$ ;
6. $a$ natural isomorphism $a\equiv a_{ABC}$ : $(A\otimes B)\otimes Carrow A\otimes(B\otimes C)$ ,
with the following commutative diagrams:
Example 8 [Cartesian Category]
If $\mathcal{V}_{0}$ admits finite products, it is a monoidal cateogry. $\mathcal{V}\equiv(\mathcal{V}_{0}, \cross, 1, r, l, a).\cdot$ We call such a.category
cartesian.
Definition 21 [Monoidal Functor]
Let two monoidal categories $\mathcal{V}=(\mathcal{V}_{0}, \otimes, I, r, \ell, a)$ and $\mathcal{V}’=(\mathcal{V}_{0}’, \otimes’, I’, r\ell’,’,)a’$ be given. A monoidal
functor $F\equiv(f,\overline{f}, f^{0})\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}n$sists of
1. a functor $f$ : $\mathcal{V}_{0}arrow \mathcal{V}_{0}’$ ;
2. a natural transformation $f\equiv\sim\overline{f}_{AB}$ : $fA\otimes fBarrow f(A\otimes B)$ ;
3. a morphism $f^{0}$ : $I’rightarrow fI$ ,
with the following commutative diagrams:






$I’\otimes fA\overline{\ell\prime}fA$ $fA\otimes I’\overline{r’}fA$
$f((A\otimes B)\otimes C)\underline{f}$a $f(A\otimes(B\otimes C))$
$fj$ $\uparrow\overline{f}$




$(fA\otimes fB)\otimes fCarrow fA\otimes(fB\otimes fc)$
$a’$
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We sometimes omit $a,$ $r,$ $\ell$ components if the definitions are clear.
Definition 22 We denote the arrow:
$f\equiv f_{AB}\sim\sim$ : $fA\otimes fBarrow f(A\otimes B)$
by the sync-structure of $f$ . ’.
Definition 23 [Monoidal Natural Transformation]
Let monoidal functors $F\equiv(f, ff^{0}),$$c\sim,\equiv(g,\overline{g}, g^{0})$ : $\mathcal{V}arrow \mathcal{V}’$ be given. A monoidal natural transformation
$\nu$ : $Farrow G:\mathcal{V}arrow \mathcal{V}’$ consists of a natur$a1$ transformation $\nu$ : $farrow g:\mathcal{V}_{0}arrow \mathcal{V}_{0}’$




$gA\otimes gBarrow g(A\otimes B)$ ,
$\sim g$
Definition 24 [Cartesian Funcor and Cartesian Natural Transformation]
A monoidal functor $F\equiv(f, f, f^{0})$ bet
$\sim$
Wieen caresian categories is caretesian when $\overline{f}:fA\cross fBarrow f(A\cross B)$
is an isomorphism. $\iota$
A monoidal natural transformation is a cartesian natural transformation when it is monoid$a1$ between
cartesian functors.
We consider a monad $M:\mathcal{V}arrow \mathcal{V}$ where $\mathcal{V}$ is a monoidal category.
Traditionally, we take $\mathrm{C}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{M}+\mathrm{N}\mathrm{N}\mathrm{O}[11]$ as a model of $\lambda$-calculus with pairs and natural numbers. In CCM,
we have a pair(product) of two terms, and, more $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}_{0}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}.$ ’ projections of two terms. Terms can be
decomposed by using projections.
In $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{i}\backslash n\mathrm{g}$ pa.rallel $\mathrm{c}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}.\mathrm{i}_{0}.\mathrm{n}\mathrm{s}$, we do n.o.t need each component of parallel computations, but we only
need the returned value $0‘ \mathrm{f}$ the computations as $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}$-synchronizations. This implies that in modelling the
domain of values, we need a





requirement to $a$ monoidal category.
In the rest of this paper, we study the monad of the following type.
$M$ : $\mathcal{V}arrow \mathcal{V}’$
with $\mathcal{V}\equiv(\mathcal{V}_{0}, \cross, 1)$ , a cartesian cateogry with $\cross$ , and $\mathcal{V}’\equiv(\mathcal{V}_{0}, \otimes, M1)$ , a monoidal category.
Moreover we require that $M\equiv(M, sync^{M}, id)$ is a monoidal functor, and $\eta$ be a monoidal natural trans-
formation.
Specifically,
1. $M$ : $\mathcal{V}_{0}arrow \mathcal{V}_{0}$ , a monad,
2. as $\overline{M}$, the sync-structure
sync $\equiv sync_{A,B}M$ : $MA\otimes MBarrow M(A\cross B)$
is defined,
3. as $M^{0},$ $id:M1arrow M1$ is given,
Moreover, we require that $\eta$ preserves the sync structure in the following sense.
Definition 25 [Sync monoidal monad]
Given two monads $I:\mathcal{V}arrow \mathcal{V}$ , and $M:\acute{\mathcal{V}}arrow \mathcal{V}’$ , and arrows $c:Aarrow MC$ and $d:Barrow MD$ , an arrow
$cod:A\cross Barrow MC\otimes MD$ is defined and the following diagram commutes:
$A\cross B$ $A\cross B$ : $I$
$\eta_{A}\cdot\eta_{B}\downarrow$ $0$ $\downarrow\eta_{A\mathrm{x}B}\downarrow$.
$MA\otimes MBrightarrow M(A\cross B):M$
sync
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We denote such $\eta$ by sync monoidal monad unit.
Moreover, the following diagram commutes:
As for funtoriality, we require that $(f\otimes g)\cdot(c\cdot d)=(fc\cdot gd)$ .
Definition 26 If the natural transformation $\eta$ satisfies the conditions above, we say that it is a sync-
monoidal.
Lemma 6 Given $c:Aarrow MC$ and $d:Barrow MD$, the following diagram commutes:
$c\mathrm{x}d$










Let $f:Aarrow B$ and $g:Aarrow C$ be given. We denote by $(f,g):Aarrow B\cross C$ the usual pair of arrows.
Let us define the diagon$a1$ as follows.
Definition 27 We define $diag_{A}$ : $Aarrow M\dot{A}\otimes MA$ by the $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{l}\dot{\mathrm{l}}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{w}\dot{\mathrm{i}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ diagram:
$A\underline{(id,id)}A\cross A$
$\backslash _{diag_{A\backslash _{\backslash }}}$ $\downarrow\eta\cdot\eta$
$MA\otimes MA$
Immediately, we have
Corolloary 2 The following diagram commutes:
$A\underline{diag_{A}}MA\otimes MA$
$\backslash _{\eta\backslash }$ $\downarrow sync$
$M$ (A $\mathrm{x}A$ )
Definition 28 Let $f$ : $MAarrow MB$ and $g:Aarrow MC$ be given. We denote by $<f,$ $g>:Aarrow MB\otimes MC$
the composition:
$A\underline{(id,id)}A\cross A\underline{\eta\cdot\eta}MA\otimes MA$
$\backslash <f,g>\backslash$ $|f^{*}\otimes g^{*}$
$MB\otimes MC$
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It is naturally extended to the case of more than three arrows.
Definition 29 We define the sync monoidal monad on $\mathcal{V}$ as the $\mathrm{m}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{d}\prime \mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}$ mo..nad $M\equiv(M, synC,..id)$ :
$(\mathcal{V}_{0}, \cross, 1,r,\ell, a)arrow(\mathcal{V}_{0}, \otimes, M1,r,\ell, a)$ if it has $a$ sync monoidal unit.
The aim in this paper is to construct a model of PCONT. We first give the interpretation [-].
Definition 30 Given a monoidal category $\mathcal{V}$ and. a $\mathrm{s}.$y.nc mo.no.idal monad..M, we $.$$\mathrm{d}$efine t.he interpretation
$1-\mathrm{I}$ as follows; $r$
as for domains,
ANS – $\bigcup_{a\in Obj}$ Ma
SCONT $rightarrow$ $\bigcup_{a,b\in^{ob}j}(aarrow Mb)$
$\mathcal{P}CON\mathcal{T}$ $\mapsto$ $\bigcup_{a,aa_{n}}\mathrm{o},\cdots,\in Obj(aarrow Ma_{0}\otimes\cdots\otimes Ma_{n})$
where $a_{0}\otimes\cdots a_{n}$ is the abbreviation of $(a_{0}\otimes\cdots a_{n-1})\otimes a_{n}$ as usual;
and as for the interpretation of terms of $PCON\tau$ ,
$[\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{J}$ $\equiv$
$\eta$
$\mathbb{I}(f, \cdots,g)\mathrm{J}$ $\equiv$ $\{$
$<[f\mathrm{I},$ $\cdots,$
$\mathbb{I}g\mathrm{J}>$ $((f, \cdots,g)\in PcoN\tau)$
$sync<[f\mathrm{J},$ $\cdots,$ $[g\mathrm{J}>$ $((f, \cdots, g)\in ANS)$
$\mathbb{I}^{c;d}1^{\cdot}$
$\equiv$ $\{$
$synC(\mathbb{I}C\mathrm{J})\star{\rm Im}$ $(c\in \mathcal{P}coN\mathcal{T})$
$[c\mathrm{J}\star \mathrm{I}^{d}]$ $(c\in ANS)$
where $<t_{0},$ $\cdots,$ $t_{n}>\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}$ the abbreviation of
$<<t_{0},$ $\cdots,t_{n-}1>,t_{n}>$ .
A problem lies in the interpretation of PCONT. A term of $\mathcal{P}CON\tau \mathrm{S}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}$ reduces to a term of
SCONT. For example, in $(\cross-2)$ , the LHS is in PCONT, while the RHS is in SCONT. We implicitly insert
sync, and coerce the “type.”
Theorem 2 Let $\mathcal{V}$ be both cartesian and monoidal, and $\dot{M}$ be a sync $\acute{\mathrm{m}}$onoidal monad. Then the interpretationE-l
is sound in the sense that if $tarrow s$ , then $[t\mathrm{I}=[s\mathrm{I}\cdot$
Proof
We only prove that the theorem holds in the three rules (x-1,2,3).
$(\cross-1)$ As for the rule
$, \frac{c_{0}arrow C.\cdots c_{n}.arrow_{C’}0n\prime}{(_{C_{0}\cdot\cdot,C_{n}})arrow(_{C}\prime\cdot\cdot,\rangle 0’ nC’}$ ,





$(\cross-2)$ As for the rule
$\overline{(\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}v_{0},\cdots,\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}vn)arrow \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(v_{0},\cdots,v)n}$
’
$[(\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}v_{0}, \cdots , \mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}v_{n})\mathrm{I}=sync<\eta[v_{0}\mathrm{I},$ $\cdots,\eta[vn\mathrm{J}>$
because LHS: ANS.
$sync<\eta[v\mathrm{o}\mathrm{J},$ $\cdots,$ $\eta[v_{n}\mathrm{J}>$ $=$ $\eta([v_{0}\mathrm{J}, \cdots, [vn\mathrm{I})$
$=$ $[\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}(v0, \cdots, v)n\mathrm{I}$
$(\cross-3)$ As for the rule






The discussion of structuraIity of SCONTis naturally extended to PCONT. .. . :
Proposition 4 A term is syntactically-structural if and only if its interpretation is semantically-structural.
Proof .. ,: ., $..\backslash$ , 1., . $\cdot$ . $\cdot$ . . ..
Straightforward. $\square$ :; . :.. . . $..=\cdot$ . ’. $\cdot$ . : , ,. .-
In particular, the synchronization is structural in the above sense.
Corolloary 3 $SMP(c_{0}, c_{1})$ is structural.
Proof
$[SMP(_{C}0, c_{1})\mathrm{I}=$
(sync$\cdot$ $<[c_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{I}}-,$ $[c_{1}\mathrm{J}>$ ) $\star<uncurry(\pi_{0})\cdot\pi_{10},$ $\pi_{11}>$
This reflects the fact that message passing is essential in the concurrency.
We have now obtained $a$ parallel version of categorical hierarchy of continuations:
Structur$a1\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}\Leftrightarrow \mathrm{s}_{\mathrm{y}}n\mathrm{c}$ Monoidal Monad
1 $]$
A PCONT $\Leftrightarrow \mathrm{A}\mathrm{n}$ Extended Monad?’
Note that sync monoidality applies to both the general monad which models $\dot{\mathrm{s}}ScoN\tau a\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}$ the CPS-
monad which models SCONT, the fullset continuations. In this sense, our discussion of sync monoidality
is orthogonal to the discussion of $SCON\tau’ \mathrm{s}$ expressive power. However, to analyze the fullset parallel
continuations, our sync monoidal monad is not enough. This situation is parallel to the fullset sequential
continuations.
However, our sync monoidal monad can represent the parallelly running continuations and the $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{C}.\mathrm{h}\mathrm{r}\backslash \mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{s}$
message passing. This is expressive enough for the core theory of parallelism.
7 Cartesian Monad as a Model of Parallel Continuations
In this section, we consider the case when a monoidal structure is strengthened to cartesian structure between
cartesian structure and monoid$a1$ structure.
Definition 31 We say that a monoidal monad $M$ is cartesian if
1. $M:(\mathcal{V}_{0}, \cross, id)arrow(\mathcal{V}_{0}, \cross, id)$ , .
2. $M$ preserves $\cross$ , an$\mathrm{d}$
3. sync is an $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o}$ :
sync
$MA\cross MBrightarrow M(A\cross B)=MA\cross MB$
Proposition 5 If a sync monoidal monad $M$ is cartesian, we may take $f\cdot g$ as $f\cross g$ .
Proof
Obvious. $\square$
In a cartesian monad model, because sync is $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{o},\dot{\mathrm{t}}$he interpretation of parallel continuations given in
Definition 30 is reduced to the interpretation of sequential continuations given in Definition 14 with the
interepretation of pairing of Ax.
If the monad is cartesian, every arrow to an object $MA\cross MB$ (PCONT) is isomorphic to an arrow to
$M(A\cross B)$ , which is then in SCONT.
In Section 5, we have showed that the $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{0}\mathrm{n}\sim \mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{n}$ express the computed value, though the parallelism,
synchronization, an$\mathrm{d}$ other concepts of parallelism cannot be expressed. From the viewpoint of semantics,
this is expressed in that the monoidal $\mathrm{s}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\otimes \mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}$degenerated to the cartesian structure $\cross$ . In this sense,
pairing in the domain of values is expressed as $\cross$ , while pairing in the domain of computations is expressed
$\mathrm{a}s\otimes$ . $\cdot$ .. . ..
Example 9 The CPS-monad is, in general, not cartesian. The identity monad is cartesian.
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8 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we algebraically reformulated sequential continuations with $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{t}$ , anonymous returns and com-
position. By these constructs, we presented,
$\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{c}a\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{y}\mathrm{i}\backslash$ ’ a subcl$a\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}$ of
$\mathrm{c}_{\vee}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\backslash \mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}.\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}\sim--$
, and showed that a
core cl$a\mathrm{s}\mathrm{s}$ of continuations are modelled in monads. .
Moreover, we defined a parallel construct (-, -) of continuations. $\acute{\mathrm{W}}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\dot{\mathrm{s}}\mathrm{e}n\mathrm{t}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ the synchonous message
passing using this construct. This implies that (-, -) is expressive enough to represent basic concepts of
parallelism. We also showed that this can be modelled in the sync monoidal monads.
The discussion of this paper implies that in order to study the full strength sequential continuations, we
need a stronger structure than monads as alre$a\mathrm{d}\mathrm{y}$ shown in [17], but that monads are enough for representing
basic concepts of parallel continuations.
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